PROJECTS (In order of Facility/“TYPE”, then HIT related project descriptors).

*001) JAC-2016-15. GASTROINTESTINAL INFECTION TREATMENT PROTOCOLS: THE VALUE OF STOOL CULTURES (Resident) [AECM affiliated] ("Efficacy of Stool Studies in Admission for Gastroenteritis").

*002) JAC-2016-23. COMPARTMENT SYNDROME STUDY [Research team] [Data Pull]. 2016-6-15 to 2016-6-16. TIME spent: 0.1 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 13.4 MB data, 38 files. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: JAC.


*005) JAC-2016-80. HIV, Substance Abuse Grant (Telephone monitoring/visits, across H+H) [GRANT MEETING] [Internetwork] Only relevant HIV Surveillance data pulled.. 2016-12-22 to 2016-12-23. TIME spent: 0.1 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 0.25 MB data, 6 files. Press release: Feb. 8, 2019.


011) JAC-2018-38. Saccadic Eye Movements and Sleep Quality (Intravitreal Injection; KDT study) [NAION study] ("Assessment of Neurocognitive Consequences of Call Duty in Hospital Medical Staff Using Saccadic Eye Movements""). 2018-9-13 to 2020-1-1. TIME spent: 15.8 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 1 MB data, 7 files. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: JAC.


013) JAC-2018-42. Tordol Use by Patients (Eligibility Query) - prelim for possible funded study of these patients. 2018-10-5 to 2019-1-22. TIME spent: 3.7 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage:
0.4 MB data, 11 files. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: JAC.


016) JAC-2018-50. PULMONARY EMBOLISM. PE de novo (Eligibility List request) [DESCRIPTIVE ONLY REVIEW]. 2019-2-4 to 2019-7-3. TIME spent: 0.4 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 0.5 MB data, 12 files. See https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/Is-nonnperforated-pediatric-appendicitis-still-a-Dunlop-Meltzer/321f453c37c4ec8b201f9f5e00400d12ab26633b. TYPE: Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: JAC.


024) JAC-2019-53. "THE IMPACT OF ANXIETY LEVELS AND SLEEP PATTERNS ON PERCEIVED PAIN DURING INTRAVITREAL INJECTIONS" [PRELIM - NO DATA AS OF 7/19/19]. 2019-12-1 to 2020-7-18. TIME spent: 7.7 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 1 MB data, 7 files. Wieder MS, Szlechter M,


027) JAC-2020-44. A1c and Dental Care Survey of Dental School Staff ; Survey Monkey Project; Oral Health Surveys: Womens Health, ACS (HIV, AIDS), Diabetes Care. 2020-10-15 to 2021-6-2. TIME spent: 7.7 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: N/A. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: JAC.


036) NOR-2017-53. Mandible Fx Cases study [NUMBERS FOR STATS MOVED TO JAC]. 2017-8-7 to 2017-8-14. TIME spent: 0.3 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: N/A. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: NOR.


040) NOR-2020-29. TXA in Postpartum hemorrhage--Survey, Part 2, the Follow Up. 2020-7-23 to 2021-3-10. TIME spent: 7.7 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 2.28 MB data, 16 files. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: NOR.


044) NOR-2020-42. Septicemia in Kids (Data pull, data quality review) DATA PULL ONLY. 2020-10-7 to 2022-12-31. TIME spent: 27.2 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 1.68 MB data, 1 files. No Presentation Notes. H+H/Institutional research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: NOR.

*045) LIN-2015-05. Childhood BMI (Early Broselow related work) ["A Re-examination of the Accuracy of the Broselow Tape (BT) as an Instrument for Weight Estimation "]. 2015-8-20 to 2015-9-2. TIME spent: 0.5 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 0.7 MB data, 12 files. Waseem M, Chen J, Leber M,


053) LIN-2017-51. Residency Burnout Survey (see below) ("Determination of Burnout in Residents Training at an Urban, Public, Community Medical Center – An application of the Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI) – Human Services Survey (HSS) at Lincoln Medical and Mental Health Center, in Bronx, NY . . . aka "The Lincoln Resident Wellness Survey"). 2017-7-31 to 2017-9-1. TIME spent: 1.1 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 33 MB data, 7 files. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: LIN.
054) LIN-2017-75. LEAD EXPOSURE [LincolnHospital/09_LeadStudy] - A complete study of all services provided to Child, in relation to their Lead Exposure findings and history (focused on values >5, tested for learning disability diagnoses, etc.). 2018-5-3 to 2018-5-3. TIME spent: 0 total 30-day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: N/A. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: LIN.


059) LIN-2019-26. A-Fib study; analytics of chart review scoring; methods question; CHADS, CHA2DS2-VASc, etc ("Comparing the utility of CHADS2 vs. CHAS DS2-VASc score in a stroke cohort with atrial fibrillation with cerebrovascular event"). 2019-4-24 to 2019-5-3. TIME spent: 0.3 total 30-day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 8 MB data, 23 files. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: LIN.


066) LIN-1900-05. COVID## (?) Employee's Hx, related to new outbreaks?. 2021-9-28 to 2022-12-1. TIME spent: 14.3 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: N/A. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: LIN.


068) LIN-2017-21. ED Drugs - IV; Cannabinol Substitutes Use [So Bronx 2015 Epidemic] [Data pull only?] [SEE JACOBI] [See also 07_ED_Drugs] aka VTerisk. 2017-4-5 to 2017-4-12. TIME spent: 0.3 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 0.9 MB data, 5 files. No Presentation Notes. H+H/Institutional research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: LIN.


074) LIN-2019-08. Cholecystotomy [data with death dates; we have prelim data--no analysis done yet]. 2019-1-11 to 2019-3-12. TIME spent: 2 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 0.7 MB data, 4 files. No Presentation Notes. H+H/Institutional research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: LIN.


078) MET-2016-45. Prostate Ca Scrg, Urinary Tract (Surgery Readm Rates); Drug resistance and Prostate Biopsies; PDE5 Inh utilization [QUERIES FROM DEPT HEAD, G MATTHEWS]. 2016-9-7 to 2016-9-21. TIME spent: 0.5 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 0.2 MB data, 7 files. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: MET.


084) MET-2016-63. "Impact of legionnaire's disease on function" (fatigue study) [Background Base Data Pull; 213 patients identified; KPFR pulls; 3 datasets pulled]. 2016-11-15 to 2016-11-30. TIME spent: 0.5 total
30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 0.4 MB data, 9 files. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: MET.

085) MET-2016-64. IUD Implants (new products) [RQ: is this data mineable?] [Rschr: Michael Girshin]. 2017-1-11 to 2017-1-11. TIME spent: 0 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 0.001 MB data, 1 files. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: MET.


089) MET-2016-70. Surgical Disparity: A Rerun of all data pulls for final submission and DB development, including new GIS data component and figures to submit with the Grant [GRANT. New Grant; forwarded data to new Data manager]; Surgical FU registry (see later) [GRANT] [GIS]. 2016-11-15 to 2018-11-15. TIME spent: 24.3 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: N/A. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: MET.


107) MET-2019-41. ON SITE RESIDENCY RESEARCH TRAINING (3 MONTHS) incl. METRO, WOO, LIN, JAC. 2019-8-1 to 2020-6-6. TIME spent: 10.3 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: N/A. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: MET.


112) MET-2020-47. APACHE V - New Pneumonia Patients w Sepsis - APACHE testing Cases Study. 2020-11-30 to 2021-7-18. TIME spent: 7.7 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: N/A. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: MET.
113) MET-2021-02. APACHE Scores and Tuberculosis [TbQUANT data required]. 2021-1-7 to 2021-8-25. TIME spent: 7.7 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: N/A. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: MET.

*114) MET-2021-09. APACHE VI (New study for publication). 2021-3-5 to 2021-10-21. TIME spent: 7.7 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: N/A. see biography at researchgate. TYPE: Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: MET.


118) MET-2021-30. APRON: Dementia patients Study (n=30) (LOS, falls, etc). 2021-5-11 to 2021-12-27. TIME spent: 7.7 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: N/A. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: MET.


120) MET-2021-38. FGC2. Labor and Delivery Population reviewed; continued review of a patients' QOL based upon the Lifetime Care Model. 2021-7-2 to 2022-12-31. TIME spent: 18.2 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 406 MB data, 75 files. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: MET.


122) MET-2019-03. Assessment of 30 day Readmissions of patients treated for a Diastolic related Heart Disorder. 2019-4-20 to 2020-3-1. TIME spent: 10.5 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: N/A. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: MET.

123) MET-2021-04. A meta-analysis of studies devoted to Diabetes and Severe Heart Disease. 2019-6-15 to 2020-3-1. TIME spent: 8.7 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: N/A. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: MET.


139) HAR-2018-23. Flu Shots for Nurses (Pre-Post CME) ("Providing an education about the benefit and risk to improve the compliance rates of Influenza Vaccine among Registered Nurses (RNs)"). 2018-6-7 to 2018-6-20. TIME spent: 0.5 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 6 MB data, 31 files. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: HAR.

140) HAR-2018-32. Childhood Asthma Care Processes Survey [Dr. Bajaj]; review of results only, without much beyond basics stats [PEDIATRIC ASTHMA SCORE STUDY? (Sonali Bajaj, 7/24/18 email)]. 2018-7-24 to 2018-7-24. TIME spent: 0 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 0.2 MB data, 4 files. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: HAR.


146) HAR-2020-36. Concierge (begin article) [see 1/13]. 2020-8-25 to 2021-4-12. TIME spent: 7.7 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 40.2 MB data, 37 files. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: HAR.


150) HAR-2016-02-HAR. Harlem CAMP2 and MRSA Projects (Query and Search?). 2016-1-7 to 2016-1-8. TIME spent: 0.1 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: N/A. No Presentation Notes. H+H/Institutional research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: HAR.

151) HAR-2017-55. Geriatrics and Severe Trauma (incl. Gunshot wounds) [FOR SAS data = Harlem (?)]. 2017-8-17 to 2017-10-31. TIME spent: 2.5 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 0.8 MB data, 7 files. No Presentation Notes. H+H/Institutional research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: HAR.

152) HAR-2017-56. Orthodontist Survey review [Perspective on Interpretation requested; for results only; results were not analyzed] HAS 2x2 SCORE RANGES FIGURES. 2017-8-22 to 2017-8-22. TIME spent: 0 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 0.5 MB data, 1 files. No Presentation Notes. H+H/Institutional research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: HAR.


157) BEL-2016-25. REGISTRY. Aortic Dissection Aneurysms Case Files/Registry/Study Dataset half are generic pulls under Bellevue folder, not special topic folder). 2016-6-17 to 2016-7-27. TIME spent: 1.4 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 81 MB data, 108 files. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: BEL.

158) BEL-2016-29. Oral bacteria and COPD [for IRB submission part of this study only]. 2016-7-1 to 2016-7-1. TIME spent: 0 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 0 MB data, 1 files. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: BEL.


167) BEL-2016-75. Prostate Cancer request -- Histological Specimens [NYU Grant $ payout]. 2016-11-23 to 2016-11-29. TIME spent: 0.2 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 23.5 MB data, 10 files. No Presentation Notes. H+H/Institutional research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: BEL.


169) GOU-2017-01. Domestic Abuse Study (Tested Quality of Data Use, quality and content; see also Grant funded Sackler’s Study, for same evaluation process). 2017-1-1 to 2019-12-31. TIME spent: 36.5 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: N/A. No Presentation Notes. H+H/Institutional research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: GOU.


183) HIT-2017-52-HIT. Immigrant ED visits patterns , 2 years (Large Data Pull, DHS request; for comparison of pre and post election). 2017-8-2 to 2017-12-9. TIME spent: 4.3 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 360 MB data, 84 files. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: HIT.


188) CUM-2020-15. Greenpoint Patient Refusals of Colonoscopy - a dependency upon Alternate Screening Methods (FOBT, FS, etc), and the impacts of this upon overall compliance rates. 2020-3-6 to 2020-10-22. TIME spent: 7.7 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: N/A. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: CUM.


194) WOO-2020-06. A study of Thyrotoxic Periodic Paralysis (TPP, G72.3) in a specific group of Patients. A Case Study. 2020-1-15 to 2020-9-1. TIME spent: 7.7 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 0.25 MB data, 1 files. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: WOO.


199) WOO-2020-32. COVID RA (4a) - Rheumatoid/RA. 2020-8-7 to 2021-3-25. TIME spent: 7.7 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: N/A. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: WOO.

200) WOO-2020-33. COVID AI (4b) - Autoimmune; Rx, Immunology. 19 cases. (see 4/19). 2020-8-7 to 2021-3-25. TIME spent: 7.7 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: N/A. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: WOO.


202) WOO-2020-37. Cervical Cancer Cohort Study (HSIL?) SEE Above, 3 months. 2020-9-3 to 2021-4-21. TIME spent: 7.7 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: N/A. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: WOO.


205) WOO-2020-49. COVID 6 - Diagnosis/Prevalence - Prediction Chart (Heart Failure CO study). 2020-12-11 to 2021-7-29. TIME spent: 7.7 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: N/A. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: WOO.
206) WOO-2020-50. COVID 7 (4c) - The effect of the COVID outbreak upon QOC received by "Lockdown" Diabetes Patients during the COVID crisis. Endocrine, A1c focus (99 cases). 2020-12-21 to 2021-8-8. TIME spent: 7.7 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: N/A. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: WOO.

207) WOO-2020-51. COVID 8 (4d) - A1c (60 cases), incl Mortality Rate review. 2020-12-23 to 2021-8-10. TIME spent: 7.7 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: N/A. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: WOO.


209) WOO-2021-08. COVID DM2 - reassess more detail, few cases; but newer cases. 2021-2-25 to 2021-10-13. TIME spent: 7.7 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: N/A. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: WOO.


211) WOO-2021-14. Infectious Diseases and COVID (ID_COVID); Post-Covid and Infectious Diseases. 2021-4-1 to 2021-11-17. TIME spent: 7.7 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: N/A. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: WOO.

212) WOO-2021-16. Influenza vaccine rates during the COVID outbreak (Covid Flu see 5/10]. 2021-4-1 to 2021-11-17. TIME spent: 7.7 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: N/A. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: WOO.


214) WOO-2021-22. COVID SaO2, PaO2, ABG statistical review using ROC (AUROC) analysis, in two parts [see also 5/5]. 2021-4-27 to 2021-12-13. TIME spent: 7.7 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: N/A. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: WOO.

215) WOO-2021-23. COVID_ID (4i) - Antibiotics use and Patients. Focus on HIV patients (n=14); review of methodology, analysis, Antibiotic assessment. 2021-4-27 to 2021-12-13. TIME spent: 7.7 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: N/A. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: WOO.


217) WOO-2021-33. COVID 20. AUROC on DNR and Covid Cases (Prelim for Abstract submission; a RaceEthn, Med Hx, insurer, and recovery study). 2021-6-3 to 2022-1-19. TIME spent: 7.7 total 30day units. DATA


221) WOO-2020-03. COVID Research Team at Woodhill. 54 residents, 20+ studies planned, Meetings with Discussion, Monthly Follow-ups. 2020-1-4 to 2020-7-1. TIME spent: 6 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: N/A. No Presentation Notes. H+H/Institutional research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: WOO.

222) WOO-2020-04. COVID 4e - Temporal patterns of the outbreak, according to 575 and 520 case datasets with complete data pulled (total 300+ cols), for use in various special studies and analyses . 2020-1-4 to 2020-8-21. TIME spent: 7.7 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: N/A. No Presentation Notes. H+H/Institutional research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: WOO.


226) WOO-2020-34. COVID 9 (4g) - endocrine. 2020-8-7 to 2021-3-25. TIME spent: 7.7 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: N/A. No Presentation Notes. H+H/Institutional research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: WOO.

227) WOO-2021-04. COVID 10 - Commentary Style review of methods and results (becomes article) see Covid 12 as well. 2021-1-20 to 2021-9-7. TIME spent: 7.7 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: N/A. No Presentation Notes. H+H/Institutional research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: WOO.


235) KIN-2016-17. SIREN STUDY - E. Coli testing results for urinalysis, for ED vs IP settings (Research Team) (OTHER PULL) Phase 2 of Small Grant supported work.. 2016-5-4 to 2017-1-18. TIME spent: 8.7 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 86 MB data, 83 files. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: KIN.


238) KIN-2016-54. Osteopenia/Leptin Study ("Lepten and Ghrelin Levels in Preterm Infants: Correlation with the Severity of Osteopenia or Prematurity" TX00000796 Vatcharapan Umpaichtra, 9/22/06). 2016-9-23 to 2016-9-23. TIME spent: 0 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 0.005 MB data, 1 files. See https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33294750/.  TYPE: Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: KIN.


240) KIN-2016-76. Platelets and Bleeding Disorders (Prelim., related to NIH grant funding to be requested for SOAR study at KCH). 2016-11-30 to 2016-12-14. TIME spent: 0.5 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 0.6 MB data, 17 files. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: KIN.

241) KIN-2016-78. SOAR study [Transfusion patients have to identified on a regular basis, for recruitment]. Sept 2017 re-request for unfunded data pull; request refused 9/7/17 - - NO GRANT FUNDING. Developed data into useable dataset for Rsch Asst. 2017-9-5 to 2017-12-28. TIME spent: 3.8 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 3.5 MB data, 39 files. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: KIN.


244) HIT-2015-10-QUE. Pfizer Sickle Cell Disease Pharmacotherapeutics Studies (incl. Pre- to Post-Research Grant Communications). 2015-9-1 to 2015-9-16. TIME spent: 0.5 total 30day units. DATA


248) KIN-2016-36. KCH-Downstate Genomic Study - CHILDREN AND BMI (need 30,000 childhood patients for acceptable recruitment) (This is NOT the Bipolar Disx vs new ICD DISS/grant with a similar request). 2016-8-25 to 2017-8-25. TIME spent: 12.2 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 3 MB data, 31 files. No Presentation Notes. H+H/Institutional research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: KIN.


254) HIT-2016-77-PI. SOAR study; Sept 2017 re-request for unfunded data pull; request refused 9/7/17 - - NO GRANT FUNDING REWARDED. 2016-12-14 to 2017-9-26. TIME spent: 9.6 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 61.5 MB data, 7 files. No Presentation Notes. H+H/Institutional research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: PI.

"256) CON-2015-06. "Initiative CAUTI Preventive Model in Coney Island Hospital Translating Research into Clinical Practice" [CAUTI] [n=2196]


257) CON-2016-08. ABDOMINAL CT STUDY (Resident) ("Utility of CT imaging in the evaluation of patients with non-traumatic abdominal pain"). 2016-3-5 to 2018-2-9. TIME spent: 23.6 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 31 MB data, 42 files. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: CON.

258) CON-2016-11. Parathyroid Hormone (PTH and A1c); PTH, HbA1c, and CHRONIC KIDNEY FAILURE ("Correlation between Serum Parathyroid Hormone Levels and HbA1C in Secondary Hyperparathyroidism caused by CKD." (Paper prstld)). 2016-3-22 to 2016-4-26. TIME spent: 1.2 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 8.5 MB data, 53 files. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: CON.


261) CON-2016-41. "The significance of the use of Transesophageal Echocardiography in Patients with 1/4 positive blood cultures for gram positive cocci in clusters and at low risk for infective endocarditis". 2016-9-1 to 2016-9-22. TIME spent: 0.7 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 0.005 MB data, 3 files. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: CON.

263) CON-2016-53. Assessment of Knowledge of two Frequently used Antibiotics in a Provider Survey Completed at Coney Island Hospital [SURVEY]. 2017-6-19 to 2017-6-19. TIME spent: 0 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 0.005 MB data, 1 files. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: CON.

264) CON-2016-73. Request for Patient list, for patients eligible for an upcoming study. 2016-11-1 to 2016-11-1. TIME spent: 0 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: N/A. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: CON.


266) CON-2017-07. "Likelihood of culture positive patients in the setting of moderate to severe Clostridium difficile infection " [Gastroenterology 2017] [START-UP, SAMPLE SIZE, ELIGIBLE PATIENTS REQUEST]. 2017-1-23 to 2017-2-1. TIME spent: 0.3 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 1 MB data, 3 files. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: CON.

267) CON-2017-20. "Use of xarelto, amiodarone, to treat bleeding events." ("Clinically Relevant Bleeding and Mortality in Patients taking Rivaroxaban Concurrently With Amiodarone: a Retrospective Study at Coney Island Hospital") CHAD VASC; HAS BLED scores. 2017-4-4 to 2017-4-5. TIME spent: 0.1 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 0.9 MB data, 4 files. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: CON.


270) CON-2017-27. DEXA. Vit D study. Osteoporosis; DEXA DIR DR 5 Yrs Data review; Vit D Deficiency; Mgmt of Pt after Falls ("Management of osteoporosis after the first time hip or other low trauma related fracture in CIH and its effect on occurrence of subsequent fracture compare to patients without medical treatment after osteoporosis related fracture". 2017-4-18 to 2018-1-16. TIME spent: 9.1 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 8.46 MB data, 37 files. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: CON.


272) CON-2017-44. Post-CME Survey evaluation - Frequently Used Antibiotics at CIH; Pharmacy Use Assessment--Internal vs External Facilities. 2017-6-19 to 2018-6-11. TIME spent: 11.9 total 30day units.
DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 1.5 MB data, 16 files. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: CON.


275) CON-2015-15. DIPPER Study (Decline of BP at night only) [NO FOLLOW THROUGH?]. 2015-9-23 to 2015-9-23. TIME spent: 0 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: N/A. No Presentation Notes. H+H/Institutional research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: CON.


277) CON-2016-56. Palliative Care Consult (PCC) [Mostly Death in relation to Care Patterns]. 2017-5-19 to 2017-5-24. TIME spent: 0.2 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 0.15 MB data, 4 files. No Presentation Notes. H+H/Institutional research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: CON.


279) CON-2018-09. LBBB (Left Bundle Branch Block) ("Left Bundle Branch Block Morphology on Surface Electrocardiogram, Can It Be Correlated to Etiology?"). 2018-2-9 to 2018-2-16. TIME spent: 0.3 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 5 MB data, 23 files. No Presentation Notes. H+H/Institutional research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: CON.


291) DR-2016-46. Initial Data merge from Complete Diabetes Registry output (100,500 patients, 5 years history). 2016-9-8 to 2017-6-2. TIME spent: 8.9 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 625 MB data, 51 files. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: POP.

292) POP-09. [PUBLISHED] INSURANCE PLAN PAYER ED VISITS EXTRACTION STUDY -- THE RECODING OF INSURANCE DATA TO PRODUCE FINANCIALLY HOMOGENOUS PATIENT GROUPS, FOR REVIEWS OF UTILIZATION AND QOC.. 2016-7-1 to 2016-8-1. TIME spent: 1.1 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 0.005 MB data, 1 files. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: POP.
*293) POP-46. Encephalitis cases query and identification, assessment. 2017-7-14 to 2017-8-18. TIME spent: 1.2 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 0.9 MB data, 27 files. 1. TYPE: Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: POP.


302) NYU-45. Urine bacteria findings, based on generic diagnosis, not specific organisms. 2017-6-22 to 2017-6-22. TIME spent: 0 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 0.005 MB data, 2 files. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: NYU.


304) NYU-58. Epilepsy Study. Requested for Citywide Big Grant from NIH, SUSB, Columbia, etc., sponsored research; H+H is linked to NYU; related team members made this request; only Bellevue cases were
identified in the grant and provided for this grant. 2017-6-5 to 2018-9-11. TIME spent: 15.5 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 6300 MB data, 307 files. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: NYU.

305) NYU-59. BMI>=30 List (CTSI). 2017-7-17 to 2018-7-3. TIME spent: 11.7 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 92 MB data, 166 files. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: NYU.

306) NYU-61. Lichen Platanus. 2017-9-8 to 2017-9-14. TIME spent: 0.2 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 0.01 MB data, 4 files. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: NYU.


308) NYU-66. SSTI. 2017-10-26 to 2018-8-2. TIME spent: 9.4 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 0.005 MB data, 5 files. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: NYU.


312) NYU-19. Optic/Ocular Infectious Disease history. Full pull of eligibles and date of diagnosis, etc.. 2017-6-16 to 2017-6-30. TIME spent: 0.5 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 1 MB data, 13 files. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: NYU.


315) NYU-47. Skin Biopsy - 1. 2018-11-9 to 2019-4-10. TIME spent: 5.1 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 5.5 MB data, 45 files. No Presentation Notes. Resident/PI/Team Research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: NYU.


330) HIT-2016-14-QUE. Mortalities (by Network). 2016-4-7 to 2016-4-17. TIME spent: 0.4 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 0.1 MB data, 8 files. No Presentation Notes. H+H/Institutional research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: QUE.

331) HIT-2016-24-QUE. Compartment Syndrome (Extended across All H+H Networks). 2016-6-16 to 2016-6-16. TIME spent: 0 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 5.5 MB data, 31 files. No Presentation Notes. H+H/Institutional research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: QUE.

332) HIT-2016-32-QUE. Terrorism Coding (Regions_Work folder). 2016-7-19 to 2016-7-19. TIME spent: 0 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 0.005 MB data, 1 files. No Presentation Notes. H+H/Institutional research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: QUE.

333) HIT-2016-38-QUE. Anaphylaxis Study (FU to local outbreak, PRODUCT QUALITY CONCERN). 2016-8-29 to 2016-12-1. TIME spent: 3.2 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 9 MB data, 8 files. No Presentation Notes. H+H/Institutional research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: QUE.


337) HIT-2017-33-QUE. Data cleaning, merging. CTSI Diabetes registry [size of data storage confirmed. 100,500 patients, 28000 with 4+5 years complete care and documentation of metrics defined for study]. 2017-5-2 to 2018-8-14. TIME spent: 15.7 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 21300 MB data, 818 files. No Presentation Notes. H+H/Institutional research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: QUE.

338) HIT-2017-65-QUE. Einstein - Montefiore RIF meeting notes (George Cowan and QMED data)[re: communiqué with Ms. Mindy Ginsberg (Director, Research Information Management - RIF) from the Einstein Medical School]: CFAR/NBHN ; shared access. Plans to develop Cardiac Risk Modeling DB.. 2017-10-16 to 2017-10-17. TIME spent: 0.1 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: N/A. No Presentation Notes. H+H/Institutional research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: QUE.


345) HIT-2015-34-RIS. An analysis of all ICDs as groups, ranked in descending order by predefined ICD groups (including emergent care and excluding emergent plus related ICD10 RSTUVWZ codes), based on a Visits:Patient Ratio metric used to define services per ICD group. Used to produce an "Epidemiological transition" model and tables for NYC, comparing top disorders per group, for the 12 month time frame around January of 2005, 2010, and 2015. . 2015-12-1 to 2017-9-26. TIME spent: 22.2 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 81 MB data, 135 files. No Presentation Notes. H+H/Institutional research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: RIS.


348) HIT-2016-04-RIS. RISK SCORE ANALYSIS. Including the design of Imagery for presentations.. 2016-1-8 to 2019-6-11. TIME spent: 41.7 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 508 MB data, 103 files. No Presentation Notes. H+H/Institutional research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: RIS.
349) HIT-2016-10-RIS. Ageing and Aging. A focus on geriatric related ICD changes. 2016-3-16 to 2016-5-19.

TIME spent: 5.2 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 0.15 MB data, 6 files. No Presentation Notes. H+H/Institutional research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: RIS.

TIME spent: 0.7 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 21 MB data, 122 files. No Presentation Notes. H+H/Institutional research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: RSC.

TIME spent: 0.1 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 0.25 MB data, 13 files. No Presentation Notes. H+H/Institutional research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: SUR.

353) HIT-2015-27-SUR. A Study of Female Genital Cutting documentation amongst H+H patients residing within the five boroughs. 2015-11-17 to 2015-11-23.
TIME spent: 0.2 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 10.5 MB data, 24 files. No Presentation Notes. H+H/Institutional research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: SUR.

354) HIT-2015-28-SUR. "INFIB" pulls (3 folders, 8 subfolders); incl SAS runs. 2015-11-17 to 2018-7-27.

355) HIT-2015-30-SUR. Distribution by age, gender, and demographics, of Patients with Anencephaly and Similar Anomalies (ICD9 = 740, etc) (see other data pull). 2015-11-19 to 2015-11-19.
TIME spent: 0 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 0.005 MB data, 2 files. No Presentation Notes. H+H/Institutional research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: SUR.

TIME spent: 0 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 1.16 MB data, 14 files. No Presentation Notes. H+H/Institutional research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: SUR.

TIME spent: 38.6 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 75.08 MB data, 43 files. No Presentation Notes. H+H/Institutional research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: SUR.

TIME spent: 0 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 0.55 MB data, 32 files. No Presentation Notes. H+H/Institutional research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: SUR.

359) HIT-2015-38-SUR. ICD Pulls (generic counting), population pyramid modeling. 2015-12-7 to 2015-12-22.
TIME spent: 0.5 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 26 MB data, 152 files. No Presentation Notes. H+H/Institutional research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: SUR.
360) HIT-2015-40-SUR. Bellevue ED Utilization review (requested for NIH/CDC visit) - ANOTHER. 2015-12-14 to 2015-12-14. TIME spent: 0 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 0.7 MB data, 33 files. No Presentation Notes. H+H/Institutional research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: SUR.


362) HIT-2016-06-SUR. Epilepsy [EXPLORATORY]. Applications of the above algorithms and tools to assess this population.. 2016-2-1 to 2018-12-31. TIME spent: 35.5 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 3810 MB data, 104 files. No Presentation Notes. H+H/Institutional research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: SUR.

363) HIT-2016-12-SUR. The development of Antibody resistance across the entire H+H network (KCH study, for grants and presentations). 2016-4-5 to 2016-4-5. TIME spent: 0 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 22 MB data, 17 files. No Presentation Notes. H+H/Institutional research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: SUR.

364) HIT-2016-13-SUR. Immunization refusals at H+H. 2016-4-6 to 2018-6-12. TIME spent: 26.6 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 0.3 MB data, 36 files. No Presentation Notes. H+H/Institutional research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: SUR.


366) HIT-2016-21-SUR. Bellevue ED Utilization review (requested for NIH/CDC visit) [AS ABOVE? REPEAT?]. 2016-6-2 to 2016-6-29. TIME spent: 0.9 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 410 MB data, 48 files. No Presentation Notes. H+H/Institutional research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: SUR.

367) HIT-2016-22-SUR. Sepsis, All Cases (for Grant already submitted, pending award). 2016-6-7 to 2016-6-29. TIME spent: 0.8 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 277 MB data, 31 files. No Presentation Notes. H+H/Institutional research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: SUR.


374) HIT-2019-57. Identifying Children with Sepsis [Data is in EPIC, First such study]. 2019-12-27 to 2020-4-1. TIME spent: 3.2 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: N/A. No Presentation Notes. H+H/Institutional research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: SUR.


378) HIT-2021-40. COVID 24. (SES). Research Question: "Where are child impacts and increases in IP most likely be seen within H+H Service areas?". 2021-8-10 to 2022-3-28. TIME spent: 7.7 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: N/A. No Presentation Notes. H+H/Institutional research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: SUR.


385) HIT-2015-39-DAT. ICDs Evaluations (Age band risk and signif diff testing between data parts) --developed SAS programming for the Charlson Risk Index, Elixhauser Score, Federal Chronic Disease Index; ran and applied at all levels; combined to produce an H+H Hybrid Risk Score equation. 2015-12-10 to 2015-12-23. TIME spent: 0.5 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 1600 MB data, 1408 files. No Presentation Notes. H+H/Institutional research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: DAT.


391) HIT-2017-04-DB . Infibulation [Another Data Pull and Mining], for defining eligible patients (Still active at H+H) for extending the Metropolitan Hospital study. 2017-1-12 to 2018-7-31. TIME spent: 18.9 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 16 MB data, 34 files. No Presentation Notes. H+H/Institutional research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: DB .


397) HIT-2020-31. [Covid 4 preliminary review, for further studies] [ALL of AUG]. 2020-8-7 to 2021-4-1. TIME spent: 7.9 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: N/A. No Presentation Notes. H+H/Institutional research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: DB.


405) HIT-2021-18. COVID 12+/13 - City Wide SES and Distribution of cases (merge data); make zips DB. 2021-4-5 to 2021-11-21. TIME spent: 7.7 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: N/A. No Presentation Notes. H+H/Institutional research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: GIS.


411) HIT-2021-32. Full NYC DEMOGRAPHICS (For Zip areal data DB), incl. EMR request. 2021-6-2 to 2022-12-31. TIME spent: 19.2 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: N/A. No Presentation Notes. H+H/Institutional research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: GIS.

*412) HIT-2016-47-GRA. Assessment of "Surgical Disparity" (data were ultimately applied to grant that was awarded at Metropolitan). 2016-9-9 to 2018-2-4. TIME spent: 17.1 total 30day units. DATA Devpd/Workload Storage: 17.5 MB data, 25 files. This Grant is a FU to: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1357718/. TYPE: H+H/Institutional research. H+H Facility/HIT Subgroup: GRA.